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5• Needleos to say that despite these resounding victorie!l, 

Africa is not yet .completely liberated. The Liberation Committee, 

inspired and encouraged by these victories, iil the achievement of 

which it. has played a decisive and supporting role, deems it impera

tive to revie1~ the very conception of the struggle by emphasizing 

·certain lines to meet the exigencies of the conti,nuation of the 

atruggle. 

6. The ex;perience of the victorious struggle of the peoples of 

Mozambique, Angola, Guinea Bissau. and Cape V(lrde, t'ao Tome and 

Principe clearly·confirms the fact. that for the achievement of 

victory certain fundamental principles are. indispensable. 

7·· The unity o:f the people is the pre-:requisi te of any strategy 

capable· of guaranteeing the success of the . .liberation struggle. Ttis 

uni.ty can only be achieved on the basis of1 a sound political orien~a,

tion . 

. 8. It is this political orientation resulting from the people's 

struggle against dom;,nation.and exploitation which clearly specifies 

the objectives to be attained by any Liberation Movement. To achieve 

these objectives, it is imperative to establish sound methods of the 

.struggle: 

To properly identify the enemy and cleurly differentiate 

between friend and foe; 

To avoid. equating the enemy with a. particular people .or 

racial group; 

To combat vehemently tribalism and separatism in all 

their forms and manifestations; 

To promote alliances with a view to isolating the enemies 

of Africa both within at d without J 

To .identify with the general struggle .of ,mankind, for 

justice, freedom, peace and progress; 

To draw the necessary ~onolusions from the experiences 

of the struggle of otter people; 

To reinforce disciplin 3 wi.thin the ranks of the Liberation 

~~ovements and maintaJ.n maximum vigilance; 
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- To maintain the determinCLtj.on of liberation forces and to 

have as only fundamental objective to serve the people. 

To eschew corruption and combat the temptations -for comfort 

which are incompatible with the exigencies of the struggle. 

9• During its 2ls·o Session in Accra, in 1973, the Liberation 

Committee decided to give priority a<mista.~c.e to the Liberation 

Movements of the Portuguese colonies. :E.vents have demonstrated that 

this was a right strategy. With the impendi.ng total elimination of 

Portuguese colonialism in Africa,, the need for a shift of emphasis 

becomes self-evident. Thus 1;hile determined to continue giving all, 

assistance to the Liberation Movements of the Portuguese terri,tories 

for the consolidation of their te2•ri tories towards the liquidation 

of colonialism, the liberation Committee :recommends that free Africa 

gives maximum priority to the Liveration of Zimbabwe and Namibia. 

At the same time the struggle and offensive against the inhuman 

system of Apartheid must be intensified at all levels. 

10. The liberation of those areas still under colonial imd racist 

domination can be achieved either by peaceful means or by armed 

struggle. As it was clearly stated in tb.e J,usaka Manifesto, we would 

prefer to achieve our objectiv~s oy'peaceful means if that were 

possible. But whether the solution takes the form of an intensified 

military confrontation or negotiations would entirely depend on the 

response of the. racist <.wd color,:talist regimes. 

People everyvrhere in the >wrld ~ran·G to live in freedom. . It 

is only through desperation that they feel forced to die for it. . . . 
Africa has never enjoyed fighting for the sake of fighting. 

Africa has taken up arms to fight for its liberation and 

it should now be abundantly clear that Africans will fight if that 

is the only way of gaining theil• liberation, and that. Africans will 

continue fighting until' that objective is achieved. 

11. tTithin this context the Liberation Committee takes note the 

initiatives recently taken in Lusaka, aimad at achieving a peaceful 

solution to the problem of Zimbab1<e. It particularly hails· the unity 

achieved by the Liberation !4ovements of Zimbabcre and gives full 

recognition and totil P-upport to thfl U:cican National 'Council (A.N .c.) 
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of Zimbabwe as the sole and authentic representative of the African 
' 

people of Zimbabwe • . . ' 
12 •• In declaring its recognition for the A.N. c., the '•Liberation 

Committee assures that Movement of both. political and Il!ilitary support • 

. Thus while the Liberation Committee would warmly welcome a peaceful 
• 

solution in Zimbab~re, uhich is ):>~sed on the cardinal pb!nciple of 

"No Independence Before Majority Rule'', the Committee decides to 

take all necessary measures for intensified military operations if 
' armed struggle remains the only alternative. 

13. The Libera.tion Committee, having paid special attention to the, 
I 

situation in Namibia, welcomes the intensification of the armed struggle 

led by SWAPQ, The Committee urges the Government of South Africa to 

put an end to its illegal occupation of Namibia. It reiterates its 

total and unequivocal rejection of South Africa's policies of frag

mentation and 11Bantustanisation 11 of the territory and demands the 

tmi ty and terri toria'l integrity of Namibia must be scrupulously be 

respec.ted. 

14. The Committee considers the Resolution un01nimously adopted by 

the Security Council on December , •• , •• 1974 as offering a possible 

peaceful solution to the. problem. Should South Africa reject. this 

option then, there is no alternative but to intensify the armed 

struggle in Namibia. At the same time the Security Council must live 

up :to its responsibility and take all nececisary measures including 

those specified under Chapter VII of the UN Charter, in order to 

enf9roe. its decisions on the• question. While the Liber.ation Committee 

would warmly welcome a peaceful solution to the problem, it remains 

ready and mobilised to intensify its support of the armed struggle ' 

o-f people of Namibia led by SWAPO. Thus the options on Namibia are 

clear. Either the Apartheid regime ot South Africa renounces its 

obstinacy and implement fully United Nations resolutions thereby 

facilitating a ,peaceful solution, or it invi·tes the intensification 

of the armed struggle ~nd continued confrontation with the Interna

tional Community. 

15. The, Liberation Committee welcomes with satisfaction' the im-

portant victories scored on the international level isolating the - - ' -

Apartheid regime of South Africa. Of particular significance in this 
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respect .is the isolation of this :regime at the United Nations as evi

denced ~y the barring of its delegation to the 1vark of 29th Session 

of the General Assembly. The Committee is of the vie;r that such 

,efforts at ostraoising the Apartheid rec-1.me r;;ust be intensified, 

Simultaneously ni.th such international action, thEJ Committee decided 

to increase its assistance to the Liberation Movements of 'South 

Africa •. For the struggle against Apartheid and ·for human freedom 

and justice in South Africa must be intensified at all levels. In 

this respect the role of the Liberation Movement i.s crucial. The 

'liberation Coll)mi ttee i.s convinoed 6±' the urgent necessity for, for-' 

ging a united .front in the pursuit of the .objective of the struggle. 

16. The Liberation Committee made an evaluahon of the si.tuation 

in the other remaining ·[;erl'itories under colonial domination. It 

pledged its continued support to the peoples of these territories 

led by theil· national Liberation ~~ovemer,-~s in their struggle to .final 

victory. 

17. The Co:>tm:i. ttee na.cmi.y we.Loomes 1d th satisfaction the decisive 

victory of the Comorian people in categorically opting for full in

dependence, The Government of France must respect. the wishes of the 

people for independenoa and. nations sovereignty without any delay 

and conditions. In partic1.llar the Committee denounces any move to 

establish foreign military ir..stalla·oions i.n 'the tsrri tory, The 

Liberation Committee paid special 'bri but e. to the role of MOLINACO 

as well as other 'progressive forces in the struggle of .the people 
' of Comores to independence. Ic expressed the wish that the national 

and patriotic forces j_n the Comor:-s will forgo a united front. 

18.. The Committee welcomes the tmi ty of :purpose displayed by both 

the S.IJ.P. and S.'P.U-.P. in thG J,>ersuit for struggle for independence . 

of Seychelles. 'The British Government must take -the necessary measures 

19. The Committee considers the present situation in the s~ --called 

French Somaliland (Djibouti) as seri.aus and anachronistic. '.!'he OAU 

.must take initiative that the Fr,mch Government must take forthwith 

all necessary measures for the · atal decolonisation of that Afri9an 

'terri tory. 
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ASSESSMENT OF NEEDS 

20. After a long period of colonial and racist domination exploi-

tation aggravated by the consequences of several years of 

the new nationalist administrations of the territories on 

colonial war, 
' the way to 

independence, inheriting a chaotic situation, shall have to face new 

requirements and responsibilities in the fields of national consolidation 

and reconstruction. 

21. In the other te~ritories under foreign and racist domination, 

the national liberation struggle has reached an advanced stage, and 

therefore requires a substantial increase in assistance. to enable· the 

freedom fighters pursue the struggle. 

22. Thus bearing in mind on the one hand, the imperative necessity 

to intensify the struggle, and on the other hand, ··the importance of the · 

consolidation of the achievements so far made, .. as well as the exigencies 

of the national reconstruction of the·liberated territories, the OAU and' 

its. Member States have the moral obligation to accept the responsibility 

of providing the adequ<"te resour9es. 

(i) Needs and Requirements of' the Territories on the verge 

of' Independence: 

23. The problems confronting the transitional governments of 

Mozambique, Imgola, Sao Tome and Principe, and Cape Verde are broad in 

scope and extremely complex. 

24. Briefly summ;:>.rized, these needs and requirements specially 

appear in the following fields:-

(a) Foodstuffs to meet serious food shortage and famine 

which is spread among the population of the rural areas 

devastated by the colonial war and other calamities. 

(b.) Assistance for the re-settlement of the population dis

placed during the colonial war, and for the repatlliation 

of the refugees. 

(c) Medical assistance. 

(d) Transport and communication facilities. 
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(e) Technical and administrative ass::.stance to establish 

the nationalist administrations which requires the 

immediate training of urgently needed cadres in all 

fields. 

(ii) Other Territories• 

25. Bearint, in mind the desperate, intransigent and aggressive 

policies practised by the colonialist and ro.cist'regimes who continue 

to reinforce their repressive machinery, the requirements of the' 

prosecution of the struggle by the active Liberation Movements give 

rise to new substantial needs both quantitatively and qualitatively. 

The assistance to be granted to those Liberation Movements 

should enable them to continue to implement effectively their programmes 

for the struggle and general mobilisat:;.on. 

26. .The allocation resources to these Movements should be in con-

'formity with the clear priorities set out in the present Strategy; 

consequently the Committee decided to grant the largest part of its 

assistance to the Liberation Movements of Zimbabwe and Namibia,, while 

fully taking into account the requirements of LiberE~tion Movements in 

South Africa. 

FHJANCIAL ASSIST,\.NCE 

27. Having assessed th.; current priority needs of the consolidation 

of the nationalist administrative and politicc.l power and the urgent 

requirements of nati.onal reconstruction and development, and of the 

continuation of the struggle, it is imperative thE~t·Member States ·Show, 

above all their consistance and sustained seriousness by accepting to 

assume their responsibility a.t all levels. 

28. It is now imperative that Member States should fulfill their 

ooml])itments by ensuring the speedy payment of their contributions and 

settlement of their arrears. 

29. Furthe~more, Member States should offer additional financial, 

material and technical assistance on both bilateral and multilateral 

basis to national Liberation 1!ovements. 
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THE ROLE OF THE OAU BODIES IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ABOVE MEASURES: 

30. Bearing in mind the changes that took place in the process of 

deoolonisation of the former Portuguese. colonies, and h.:wing assessed the 

recent achievements and activities of the national Liberation Movements, 

free and independent Africa is du~y-'liO)lhd to ensure the continuation of 

the struggle on all levels and in all fields. 

The development of this situation reveals a new orientation 

which should enable free and independent Africa to adopt and reaffirm, 
' 

once more, ·a course· of concerted and decisive action. 

31. In this context, the new responsibilities, as well as the 

short ~nd long-term tasks of the OAU bodies must be defined in the light 

of the current characteristics of the struggle, 

32. The tasks and responsibilities of the ·Liberation Committee 

.in the fields of co-ordination and granting of multiform assistance 

should be maintained and adapted to the present politico-military 

situation, while· paying special attention to Zimbabwe and Namibia. 

33. On account of the nature and scope of present and future 

activities, the structures and functioning of the Executive Secretariat, 

sub-regional offices and training centres should be reconsidered, to 

ensure their re-adaptatiDn udefficiency, and to enable them me!3t rapidly 

a~d effectively the practical and administrative requirements in the 

fields of co-ordination and assistance to Liberation Movements. 

34• vlithin the framework of this new Strategy, the role ·and res-

ponsibilities of the OAU General Secretariat is to further, in close 

co-operation with Executive Secretariat of the Liberation Committee, 

the necessary contacts 'between the systems of the OAU and the Uni t'ed 

Nations, as ~•ell as the friendly countries and the various organizations 

of national li'beration, Governmental, Non-governmental and inter-gow,rnmental 

organizations with a vi·et1 to:-

Co-ordinating assistance to the Liberation Movements and to 

the governments of the territories about to become independent, 

and 

consolidating the newly-acquired. inde.pendence. 
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35, It is timely and pertinent to firmly reiterate that the total 

liberation of our Continent is a matter fundamentally related to the 

determination and unconditional commitments of all the African peoples, 

their organizations and governmen-ta. 

36. It is with this basie. conception in mind that the OAU will 

continue, through the Liberation Committee, to fulfill.its moral, 

pol tical and material obligations to the .struggle. 

37·· Free and independent Africa considers it a duty to give all 

forms of assistance, on bilateral and multilateral basis, to the tran

sitional governments in territories on the way to nations ind,ependenoe, 

with the view to consolidating the national achievements so far made 

and to giving• concrete assistance to the freedom fighters, in order to 

accelerate the pro<i).ess aiming at the fO.lfilment of the sacred and 

legitimate objectives. 

31\. Such action, which is part of a revolutionary solidarity and 

irreversible trend, is oopsistent with the dynamics of the heroic . 
struggle waged by all peoples against oppression and exploita~ion, 

xacism and colonialism, aggression and spoliation, with a view to 

.achieving their aspirations to freedom, liberty, justicE!, progress and 

human dignity. 

39· To this end, the OAU Co-ordinting Committee for Liberation 

of Africa reaffirms its unflinching faith· in the New Strategy. 

SECRET 
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